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The ___Organization name____ presents Magic, Music, and Mind Reading duo Anthem 
and Aria.


 ___(date/time of show)___, at ____(location)_____. Admission is ___(cost or FREE)___


Enter Anthem and Aria’s world as they peel back reality and reveal the hidden magic 
around and inside you!


As seen on TV and all over the world, Anthem and Aria’s show has earned them the 
titles of Mentalist of the year, Best Variety Show, and 1st place winners in magic 
championships worldwide, you don’t want to miss this once in a lifetime opportunity to 
witness these rising stars of magic!


Witness Aria’s fantastic mind reading where she can reveal your name, date of birth, 
and even the things in your pockets; all while blindfolded! Together, Anthem and Aria 
will enchant with Musical Magic. Both classically trained singers will combine singing 
and sorcery with virtuosity. 


You might witness predictions of the future come true, tables float over the audience, 
or you may be one of the lucky few to experience their magic up close and personal!


So join us this ___DATE AND TIME__ at  ______LOCATION_____  and experience the 
Magic, Music, and Mind Reading of Anthem and Aria!


Learn more about Anthem and Aria at Empowertainers.com


RADIO BLURB 

30 sec blurb

Magic is in the air! This_____Date and Time____  at _______Venue________  you can 
catch Anthem and Aria’s famous Magic, Music, and Mind reading show!

If you have ever wanted to see if mind reading was real, or if you’re just looking to have 
your mind blown, this is the show for you! Anthem and Aria have been named Mentalist 
of the year, Best Variety Show, and were finalists at the international championships of 
magic, so you don’t want to miss this once in a lifetime opportunity to see their show 
up close and personal! Tickets are ___Cost or Free___ and are available ___ at/by 
Ticket Sales Info___



